Allen ISD STEAM Center
Summer Camp Session Information

Dates: June 20th - June 23rd 2022
Operating Hours: 9:00 am – 2:00 pm
Target Audience: 5th - 8th Grade
Lunch: Bring your own lunch.

3D Printing Fest
3D Printing Fundamentals
DESCRIPTION
Interested in learning how to create 3D models using some of the most innovative drafting
software and 3D printers!? STEAM Center Campers can now join forces to design something
unique like modeling a car, designing a custom phone charging deck, and so much more! Get
creative and get to printing, this is one activity you don’t want to miss! Participants will engage
with modeling software, 3D printers and their components and everyone gets to take home their
very own special 3D print!

Students will identify the components of a 3D printer while learning to understand their
functions.
Next, students will practice converting their 2-dimensional idea into a 3D model using CAD
software.
Afterwards, the students will have the opportunity to share what they have learned and how 3D
printing can impact the community in a positive manner.

Laser Engraving 101
Laser Engraving

DESCRIPTION
Ever wonder how logos and designs are etched into materials like metal, wooden panels, water
bottles, or leather cell-phone cases? In this exciting camp session you will learn how to transfer,
etch, and engrave images onto wood panels to create a Memory Box! Get creative and find the
designs you love to show off your custom project to your friends and family!

Robotics Challenge
Coding and Robotics
DESCRIPTION
Explore mathematical concepts and physics principles while learning to code all while having
FUN driving robots!!! Campers will compete in several different challenges learning drag and
drop coding and utilizing robots including RVR, Sphero-Mini and Sphero Bolt.

Instrument Design
Arts and Music Development

DESCRIPTION
Have you ever thought of discovering your musical talents? Well now you can!! Try giving
Mozart and Bach a run for their money by composing a ballad utilizing instruments you created
from everyday household items! If you want to find out how, then this is the camp for you!!
Throughout this session you will use creativity to design your own instrument and create your
own music alongside other campers!

Biomimicry and Nature
Life Science and Engineering Technology
DESCRIPTION
Explore the natural world around you while at The STEAM Center with this immersive outdoor
experience! Welcome to the Biomimicry Scavenger Hunt where human-made creations and
nature-inspired designs meet. No matter where we are, there's a chance we're surrounded by two
things — that which was created by humans and that which was created by nature. Is there a
possibility that these two sources of creative thinking have collaborated? Search along The
STEAM Center Campus and our trails to discover objects, insects, animals, and nature itself!!
Use your inspiration from nature to create a design that you think can inspire our future
generations!

Environmental Art
Outdoor Educational Learning
DESCRIPTION
Exploration is just around the corner, literally! Make tree bark etchings and see other designs that
nature has placed right in front of you. Take a walk through our STEAM Center trails and around
our campus and keep an eye out for colors that match your Paint Card pallet! Keep searching,
it's out there somewhere! Paint Cards challenge our campers to find the colors that nature has to
offer and dive into the world of color variation. Come join us and create beautiful natural art!

Stop Motion and Animation
Videography & Animation
DESCRIPTION
3…2…1…ACTION! Stop motion animation is so much fun and integrates many skills that
students can develop. Not only will they hone their technology skills while making their short
films, they will work on planning, storytelling, and growing their interpersonal skills which
makes collaborating on their movie that much more exciting! Register and prepare to let your
child’s creativity run wild!

S.T.E.A.M. Water Balloon Trivia
S.T.E.A.M. Development
DESCRIPTION
Enjoy the challenge of answering S.T.E.A.M. related questions while trying to defend yourself
and your team from getting water balloons launched at you! Compete against opposing teams by
trying to earn the most points in this engaging and fun learning opportunity! But be careful,
answer incorrectly and the other team can steal the chance to answer your question, earn points,
and launch balloons! Join this session to enjoy an outdoor, educational, and productive activity
that tests knowledge across a variety of fields while enjoying the Summer weather.

Deconstructive Corner
Technology & Electronic Components

DESCRIPTION
If you enjoy taking anything apart then this activity is designed for you! Here we will explore the
world of technology and the electrical components that make the world easier for us. Take apart a
computer monitor, a keyboard, or even a camera to understand the brilliance behind how we
have designed electronics to streamline efficiency.

Environmental Science
Exploration
Technology & Environmental Science

DESCRIPTION
Planet Earth! An expansive and immersive environment that has unique landscapes ranging from
mountains and oceans to rivers and valleys, and canyons that cover vast territories of land.
Welcome to Environmental Science Exploration where you can create your own Map that
includes grasslands and oceans! If you feel like making it rain, go ahead! Learn to design your
own world and develop a backstory with characters using this interactive software that your
creative child will love!

Learning with Legos
DESCRIPTION
Students will be engaged through playful, hands-on STEAM learning with fun and engaging
lessons so they stay focused and enthusiastic. Kids will be challenged to complete exciting
learning missions that will be the building ‘blocks’ of a future in STEAM design thinking and
the engineering design process.

